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U10s

Session 10 Shooting 2

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Movement
-Technique
-Ball control

Activity 1

MOVING GOAL (10-15min)
Coaches or coach and
player hold a penny
between them and form a
goal and jog. Players
dribble ball in grid. When
goal stops players shoot at
goal and then run to other
side and recover. They
continue to dribble.
Coaches jog again and then
stop.

-Proper technique
-Appropriate foot
-Timing of run

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

3v2 SHORT FIELD(15-20min
2 goals about 30 yards
apart. Kids equally behind
both goals. One side starts
with ball and 3 players
attacking other side has 2
defenders. Once ball is shot
or cleared 3 attackers go
off. 2 defenders become
attackers with the addition
of 1 attacker 2 new
defenders come out

Progression:
-Move gate to create different
shooting angles.
-Put cones near posts and kids try
and hit cones
-Limit to one touch
-Serve bouncing balls

-Quick shooting
-Shots on goal
-Power vs Accuracy
Progression:
-Can start 2v1 for more shooting
Click to insert session diagram

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

7v7 with goalkeeper.
(20-25min)

Key Coaching Points
-Keep head up looking for chance
to score
-Accuracy
-Keep shots low
-Use appropriate foot
Discovery Question
-What did you have to do when
dribbling?
-What did you have to be aware of
when shooting?

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 2

MOVING BALL SHOOTING
(10-15min)
Two lines near the top of
the 18. Coach in goal with
all balls. Coach serves ball
on ground to one line. First
person run through a gate
and shoot on goal. Serve
other line before shot is
taken by first line (rapid
service)

Objectives
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-Keep foot up and hit center of ball
-Pick your spot on goal then focus
on the ball
-Follow shot
-Use both instep and inside
depending upon position and pace
of ball
Discovery Question
-When did you need to use the
inside of your foot?
-How did you approach the ball to
keep it low?

-Take the shot when it is open
-Use appropriate foot
-Shots on goal first priority
-Attackers always ready for
rebound
Discovery Question
-When did you choose accuracy
over power?
-What made a good shot?

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
80% of nation team players played
multiple sports through high
school. Encourage your kids to do
the same.
HOMEWORK:
Create a goal or use an object to
shoot into. 20 times each foot
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